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been expected, the Indian Government would not
send in sufficient numbers until it was too late. All
this, however,  fortunately lay well beyond our
present horizon. All that mattered at the moment
was that, until the retreating army arrived, there
was no garrison in Km and that Arab irregulars in
unknown numbers were ^4.p.-- •. -1 to be closing in on
it* Our two companies bivouacked beyond the town
and its orange groves, behind the thin line of block
houses which faced the darkening desert. Somewhere
out there in the gathering twilight beyond, the
distant Sixth Division was fighting its way back to
us,  A couple of hundred yards ahead, loomed the
dim shape of the nearest block-house.   From the
darkness of the empty plains beyond came a ceaseless
murmur—the flow of the Tigris and the rustle of
the wind in the dead grass of the desert. We peered
out into the cavernous night and speculated as to
what it concealed. The thousands of Arabs who were
said to be marching in on us from the east would
find our two companies and a few hundred Indians
between them and Kut* Shots from a block-house
were to be the signal that they had arrived Dick
and Jock Pirie and I talked late that night* excitedly
aware that at any moment our conversation might
be punctuated by that significant fusillade, But the
night had passed without misadventure! and now it
was only a handful of Arabs sniping from a village
on the right bank, The adjutant told me to taJke some
men and get rid of them. This only meant going
down to our bank of the river and opening rapid fire.
All the same, as I went crouching, with a single file
at my heels, down a sort of shaliow*ditch to a suitable

